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Abstract
This article examines families’ involvement in the care and management of people with serious mental illnesses in China, and focuses on how that involvement is shaped by changing psychiatric institutions and law. Drawing on 32 months of fieldwork, I show that familial involvement is primarily characterised by guan [管], which can mean ‘care’ and/or ‘control’, and which commonly invokes a particular cultural ideal of parenting. Tracing how the language and practice of guan circulate between different realms, I argue that a ‘biopolitical paternalism’ has emerged in contemporary China. It reduces patients to carriers and manifestations of biomedical/security risk and legitimises the state’s policy of population management as a form of paternalistic intervention, while displacing certain paternalistic responsibilities, such as hospitalisation and ensuring medication compliance, onto patients’ families. This biopolitical paternalism produces vulnerabilities and unease within families and aggravates health disparities between patients. The analytic of biopolitical paternalism has conceptual efficacy and practical implications beyond mental health.
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If we spend any time in a psychiatric hospital in China, we will likely be struck by the fact that most of the inpatients have been hospitalised against or regardless of their will, usually by their family members. According to a conservative estimate made in the early 2000s (Pan, Xie, and Zheng 2003), involuntary admission of inpatients by families accounted for 60 percent of all psychiatric inpatients, and involuntary admission by police or other public-sector agents accounted for another 20 percent. In China, although families have long been involved in the care of mentally ill patients,1 the ways in which they are involved have varied over time. It is only with recent market reforms (starting in the 1980s) that families have gradually come to occupy the role of key agent in securing biomedical and institutional treatment for patients. Over the past decade, human rights activists in China have launched a vehement attack on the prevalence of involuntary hospitalisation and on families’ involvement in it. Despite such contingencies and challenges, the Mental Health Law (effective since May 2013), China’s first-ever national legislation regarding the mentally ill, has reinforced the rights and responsibilities of families in patient care and management. Under the law, psychiatric patients are automatically subjected to the guardianship of their family members, listed in the order of spouses, parents, adult children, and other close relatives. While the law stipulates that psychiatric hospitalisation should be voluntary in principle, it also allows family members to hospitalise patients who are at risk of harming themselves or others.2 Meanwhile, the law charges families with the responsibility to provide for, look after, and rehabilitate patients, whether they were involuntarily hospitalised and/or considered ‘at risk’ or not (National People’s Congress 2012).

Why does the family occupy such a critical role in psychiatric care in China, especially today? This is the central question of my project. While existing studies tend to see the involvement of Chinese families in their relatives’ mental healthcare as an ahistorical, self-contained phenomenon (Lin and Lin 1980; Tseng and Wu 2013), the contingencies and controversies outlined above suggest that they are technological, institutional, and ideological configurations.

---

1 Note that when I use the word ‘patient’, I am following the customs of the field and paying attention to the social experiences that come with this label; I do not mean to endorse psychiatric knowledge/practice in general or its diagnoses or treatments of specific persons.

2 According to the Mental Health Law, when the patient is at risk of harming others, the police may also decide on hospitalisation, but family members may contest that decision.
constantly undergoing change. Note that ‘configure’ here means both to represent by an image and to fashion or put together in a certain form; how technological, institutional, and ideological forces represent the family in turn shapes how they interact with and regulate it. By examining the configuration of families in mental health, this article provides a fuller understanding of the effects, ethics, and political economies of medical care and population governance in contemporary China.

Data for this article comes from 32 months of fieldwork I conducted between 2008 and 2014 in a variety of settings actively engaged in serving, monitoring, or challenging family involvement in psychiatric care. They included psychiatric hospitals, community mental health teams, community social work centres, family support groups, and human rights agencies, mostly in Guangdong Province but also across China. My interviews explored how the staff, patients, and family members at these settings conceptualised the role of family, including its rights and responsibilities. I observed how individual people occupied such roles and conveyed their role expectations to each other in interactions, justifying their actions accordingly. Moreover, in order to explore representations of the family in historical and contemporary debates related to Chinese psychiatry, I interviewed lawmakers, attended national conferences, and collected relevant archival and media materials.

Across these sites, I focused on the patient population diagnosed with serious mental illnesses. In the Chinese context, the term ‘serious mental illness’ [zhongxing jingshen jibing] is an administrative category covering schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, paranoid disorder, epilepsy with psychosis, and intellectual disability with psychosis (Ministry of Health 2012), though most of the patients I encountered were diagnosed with either schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. Official statistics estimated that, as of 2011, there were more than 16 million people with serious mental illnesses in China (Xinhua News Agency 2011).

From the fieldnotes, interview transcripts, and historical and contemporary documents collected, I extracted significant themes of mental illness, care, and family involvement. I then traced the convergence and divergence of their meanings and use across different realms. Doing so allowed me to ‘follow the metaphor’ (Marcus 1998) (or construct) of the family across the mental health landscape and discover configuration in action.

Similarly, Emily Baum (2018) has argued that in early 20th-century Beijing, madness was not a stable, ahistorical entity, but rather constantly ‘invented’ by different actors in a way that was shaped by the particular social conditions at that time.
**Guan** and the rise of biopolitical paternalism

A prominent configuration of the family in relation to the seriously mentally ill patient is that of **管** [guan]. **Guan** is written as one Chinese character. In Chinese, a single character often constitutes a word in and of itself. Most single-character words are polysemic; that is, a word has two or more somewhat related meanings, and only the context in which it is uttered can specify its meaning-in-use. Single characters can also be combined with others to make less ambiguous compound words. Therefore, depending on the context and the word combination, **guan** can refer to what English speakers might think of as the state of concerning oneself with and being responsible for another individual, even caring about or for someone; it can also refer to the act of managing or governing, and carry connotations of intervention and control. In this article, whenever I invoke **guan**, I will provide my own translation.

Here is an example that illustrates the everyday practice of **guan** and its intricacies: One day in the autumn of 2013, I accompanied Mrs. Dong, a woman in her late fifties, on a visit to see her daughter Tingting, who was in a locked psychiatric ward in Nanhua.\(^4\) Two months earlier, when Tingting had become distraught and insomniac due to chaotic experiences at work and in her romantic relationship, Mrs. Dong had taken her to the hospital, telling her that the visit would just be for a brief check-up. However, once there, Tingting was diagnosed with bipolar disorder, admitted to the inpatient ward, and was kept there. Now that Tingting’s condition had stabilized through prescribed medication, Mrs. Dong felt the need to plan for Tingting’s life following discharge. As Mrs. Dong saw it, Tingting’s workplace had proven too stressful an environment. In fact, any job that required Tingting to work ‘outside’ on her own would probably expose her to undue stress or unhealthy romantic relationships. It would also make it impossible for Mrs. Dong to monitor her medications. Therefore, without Tingting’s knowledge, Mrs. Dong had sent a resignation letter to Tingting’s company and had bought a small storefront near their home, expecting the two of them to run a herbal tea stall together. On the ward, Mrs. Dong presented her plan to Tingting with a big smile on her face, saying, ‘From now on, life will be more relaxing for you.’

‘No!’ Tingting screamed, ‘I’m 30 years old! Why didn’t you look after [guan] me when I was a kid rather than control [guan] me now, when I should be enjoying freedom?’ Tingting then

---

\(^4\) Nanhua is a pseudonym, as are the names of most persons and organisations mentioned. In China, psychiatric hospitals and other mental health service organisations are few and far between, making them easily identifiable. To protect the privacy of my interlocutors, I choose to anonymise not only the organisations with which they are associated, but also the host cities of the organisations.
explained to me that, throughout her childhood, her mother had worked far away from home while her father had spent his time playing cards with friends.

‘We were indeed at fault,’ Mrs. Dong apologised softly, ‘so let me make it up to you now, OK?’

Tingting shook her head. ‘Before I was sent here, I had been sorting out my work and my moods. I only needed some more time. You threw me in here and that totally messed me up. Please, leave me alone!’

‘You’re sick,’ sighed Mrs. Dong, ‘how can I not care for [guan] you?’

Here, the same actions—the mother hospitalising the daughter against her will, planning her future, protecting her from potential harm, and ensuring her medical compliance—seemed like control to the daughter and care to the mother. Yet the same Chinese character they used, guan, allowed them to simultaneously acknowledge, refute, and reframe each other’s perspective. We can thus see that the polysemy of guan allows for struggles as to its practical meanings, ethical orientations, and relational implications.

Guan is not only invoked in everyday family strife. As will be shown later, psychiatrists also use the language of guan as they teach family members to monitor patients’ symptoms and pharmaceutical compliance. Moreover, recent laws and policies have highlighted guan as a principle of mental health work, but they articulate guan specifically as management [guanli] on the basis that those with serious mental illnesses constitute risks to themselves and others (Ministry of Health 2012). These regulations also define families as the agent of patient management. For instance, while the Mental Health Law opens by requiring ‘all facets of society’ to participate in guan, or the comprehensive management of mentally ill patients (Article 6), it quickly relegates almost all of this responsibility to the patients’ families. Article 21 of the law states, ‘If it appears that a family member may have a mental disorder, other family members shall help them obtain prompt medical care, provide for their daily needs, and assume responsibility for their supervision [kanhu] and management [guanli]’ (National People’s Congress 2012).

Anthropologist Jianfeng Zhu and colleagues have identified a culture of guan in China’s mental health services, which they suggest tends to ‘objectify and infantilise its subjects’ and turn families of seriously mentally ill patients into agents of power (Zhu et al. 2018). In this article, I will further trace the circulation of guan between family practices, psychiatric encounters, and legal or policy reforms. Taking its polysemy seriously, I explore how people define, evaluate, and contest guan in different realms; how practices and meanings of guan are transformed when psychiatric and legal discourses come to emphasise but also reconfigure the family’s role as its site and agent; and the power effects of these processes on various actors and relations.
Guan is useful to think with, not only because it permeates mental healthcare in China (and for that matter, many other aspects of contemporary Chinese life) but also because it helps us think through the relationship between care and biopower. As Michel Foucault famously argued, modern nation-states have developed in tandem with the rise of biopower—that is, the set of knowledges, experts, and institutions that bring ‘life and its mechanisms into the realm of explicit [political] calculations’ (Foucault 1978, 143). In particular, he used the term ‘biopolitics’ to refer to the ways in which the population is treated as a political problem (Foucault 2009). Chinese psychiatry is a mechanism of biopolitics, for it brings mental illness, especially the various risks it poses to the patient or others (Castel 1991; Rose 2010), into the calculations of how to regulate the population. Building on the growing anthropological literature of how families are entangled in biopower (e.g., Biehl 2005; Povinelli 2006), this study further explores how the family is shaped by the biopolitics of mental health and mediates its operation.

Additionally, the workings of psychiatry hinge upon the ethics of care; in seeking treatment for the patient, family members assume responsibilities for vulnerable others and explore visions of the good life (Mol, Moser, and Pols 2010). The literature on care has shed light on the lived moral experiences and strivings of varied populations in the face of suffering (e.g., Kleinman 2009; Mattingly 2014; and Stevenson 2014), as well as the conditions of possibility and impossibility for care (Biehl 2005; Schepers-Hughes 1993). However, some of this literature tends to idealise care, treating it as transparent, harmless, and spontaneously springing from loving family feelings. My research looks at guan, a locally specific practice of intimate relation—a care-like relation, if you will—that has political import. It illustrates how biopower requires and transforms intimate practices of care, as well as assumptions of personhood, interpersonal desires, and power dynamics in the provision of care.

As we saw in Tingting’s case, guan, at least for those who perform or promote it, means caring for the vulnerable other by intervening in and making decisions for their life, because ‘mother (or father, or psychiatrist, or the state) knows best’. Therefore, examining the enactment and circulation of guan can provide insights into the ethics and politics of paternalism. In the literature of medical ethics, paternalism is defined as ‘the interference with a person’s liberty of action justified by reasons referring exclusively to the welfare . . . of the person being coerced’ (Dworkin 1972). Grounded in the tradition of liberal individualism, this literature ignores how the very definition of the individual subject is shaped by different sociopolitical conditions and different imaginations of the social order. In China, the individual is typically not seen as absolutely independent, but rather as produced by and woven into layers of social fabrics. For instance, Confucianism saw the father as endowing his son with essences of life and order, with the expectation that the son would reciprocate with filial piety; this father–son relationship then formed the basis of the ruler–subject relationship (Hsu 1971). Building on
this Confucian paternalism, the Maoist regime fashioned itself as an overarching ‘parent state’ by organising its working-class people into work units and communes, arranging their lives and distributing resources accordingly, and encouraging their direct parental identification with Mao (Steinmüller 2015).

In the market reform era that started in the 1980s, socialist institutions (such as work units and communes) and accompanying public welfare systems have largely been eroded. Still, the state often invokes the idea of paternalism to present itself as caring and legitimise its governance. We have to ask to what extent the state actually upholds the legacy of paternalism and who actually assumes the responsibility of being ‘parental’. Also, as dreams of scientific modernity loom large in post-Mao China, how do scientific discourses—including the psychological and psychiatric discourses that the state increasingly promotes (Huang 2014; Yang 2015; and Zhang 2017)—re-constitute both the target and the agent of paternalistic practices? Moreover, if the notion of paternalism implies an omniscient and omnipotent authority, what does it look like to practise paternalistic governance in everyday life, especially if the practising agent is not so powerful? By tracking the circulation of guan in different realms and paying attention to its power effects, we can address these questions and understand how paternalism as a historical ideology and an everyday ethic is enacted.

I argue that in contemporary China, a guan-style biopolitical paternalism has emerged. It sees in mentally ill patients the chronic risk of illness relapse and violent behaviour, and asserts that these risks necessitate perpetual management. The cultural ethics and ideological legacies that approve paternalism help legitimise the state’s control over the population; meanwhile, through the circulation of paternalistic values from the state to the medical professional and then to the family, the actual responsibilities of care and control end up falling to families, particularly female and elderly caregivers. This biopolitical paternalism then produces relatively novel desires, vulnerabilities, and harms within families. To demonstrate my argument, below I will consider the cultural ethics of guan as an idealised practice of parenting and socialisation. I will then move on to analyse how this default meaning of guan is mobilised and moulded by Chinese psychiatric discourse and the state’s practices of mental health management. Next, I will discuss the power effects of this reconfiguration for both patients and their family members. I will conclude this article by considering the conceptual and practical implications of biopolitical paternalism.

From hopeful parenting to chronic risk management

Despite its polysemy, guan has a common established meaning for many Chinese speakers: the ethical practice of parenting. As cultural psychologists and anthropologists have told us, when Chinese parents practice guan with their children, their seemingly stern behaviour—
characterised by control, discipline, and restraint—is often accompanied by care, love, and sacrificial labour (Fong 2004; Xu 2017). Underlying these practices is the idea that children are ‘weak, vulnerable, and dependent beings’ (Saari 1990) who have to be protected and trained in an optimal environment by their more mature and knowledgeable parents. Parents engage in *guan* with the hope that their children can become fully human [*chengren*] and capable of acting in harmony with the social order (Chao 1994), at which point they will no longer need *guan*. Because this *guan* seamlessly links individual development, parental aspiration, and social order together, scholars have argued that *guan* is ‘the characteristic feature of Chinese socialisation’ (Wu 1996).

This idea of *guan* as synonymous with Chinese practices of parenting was shared by Tingting and Mrs. Dong, except that Tingting saw herself as an adult no longer bound by *guan*, whereas Mrs. Dong saw her as a vulnerable and childlike being still in dire need of it. Indeed, *guan* in parenting finds many parallels with popular approaches to *guan* for the mentally ill. Chinese people I have interviewed say that they commonly experience mental illness as a radical breakdown of the orderly world. This disorderly experience incites their desire for treatment [*zhi*] and management [*guan*], both of which signify a quest for proper order. In particular, because mental illness is seen as a force that renders patients extremely vulnerable, even returning adults to a childlike and fragile state, family members—including those who are not parents, like spouses and siblings—often feel it necessary to take all matters of the patient’s life into their own hands. Like Mrs. Dong, they take great pains to build a ‘stress-free’ environment for the related patient, to restrict the patient’s potentially harmful behaviour, and retrain them in matters of emotional management, social skills, and pharmaceutical compliance. Such practices of *guan* entail much sacrificial labour, especially on the part of female caregivers such as mothers, sisters, and wives. When Tingting was receiving treatment on the ward, Mrs. Dong spent a lot of time running around the city to check every livelihood option for Tingting, and she tirelessly brought her home-cooked meals every day. These efforts, Mrs. Dong hoped, would make Tingting become a happy and healthy human again.
It is this desire for restored order and a fully human family member that motivates relatives to first bring patients to the psychiatric hospital. Psychiatric advertisements and education often encourage or even incite this desire. For example, this ad, headed by the name of a psychiatric hospital, invites family members to see disturbing behaviour in everyday life, however minor, as a medical problem, and encourages them to hospitalise their loved ones accordingly. Such advertising promises not only a quick cure for the patient, but also the means to restore happiness to the entire family.


The author translates the poster as follows: Is there someone like this around you? / Someone who talks and laughs to himself? / Someone who is suspicious and impulsive? / Someone who is aloof or dull? / Make the right choice. / Make your whole family happy.
When Mrs. Dong first sent Tingting to the hospital, her doctor friend there promised her that medications would soon calm her daughter down. After two weeks of treatment with psychotropics, Tingting’s symptoms did subside. However, the doctor told Mrs. Dong not to celebrate too soon; he pointed to Tingting’s occasional sleeplessness and expressions of frustration as signs of illness fluctuation, indicating a risk of relapse. Because of this apparently high risk of relapse, he said, Tingting would have to keep taking the medications after discharge for anywhere from two years to the rest of her life. He also admonished Mrs. Dong to closely monitor [guan] Tingting’s pharmaceutical compliance and symptoms, even when Tingting’s condition seemed stable. At the same time, however, the doctor rejected other practices of guan suggested by Mrs. Dong. For example, when Mrs. Dong told the doctor her concern that the antipsychotics were making Tingting overweight, self-conscious, and worried again about the prospect of finding love, he chastised her for micromanaging or engaging too much in guan [guan taiduo], and for interfering in his treatment plan.

From this case, we can see how hospital psychiatry reconfigures intimate practices of guan into a form of biomedical risk management. While families seek help from psychiatry motivated by the desire for a quick cure, psychiatry replies by inscribing patients into a chronic trajectory of remission, risk, and relapse. Because patients are seen to lack insight—that is, they do not know that they are mentally ill and need medical help—psychiatrists often recruit and teach family members to guan them. Note that as people have diverse perspectives on the nature of a given disorder, the types of guan they practice are also diverse. For instance, influenced by traditional Chinese medicine, many family members accept mental illness as a result of qi [vital energy] stagnation caused by the bodymind’s temporarily disturbed relationship with its milieu, instead of (or in addition to) the psychiatric explanation of a neurochemical disorder. They thus use techniques ranging from herbal medicine to diet regimen to adjustments of family relationships to help bring order back to patients’ lives and to ameliorate the disturbances that psychopharmaceuticals incur in patients (Ma 2012). Yet, as shown in the comments of Tingting’s doctor, the only appropriate guan from the medical point of view is to manage patients’ risk of relapse and deterioration. As such, family members should mobilise their authority to ensure patients’ compliance with psychopharmaceuticals; use their intimate knowledge of and attentiveness to the patient to detect possible signs of relapse; and, if signs of relapse or deterioration do occur, use family funds to re-hospitalise the patient. Since mentally ill patients’ illness trajectories are often projected by psychiatrists to be chronic, family members’ responsibilities of guan, in the form of biomedical risk management, also become chronic.

The healthcare structure in which guan operates is a relatively recent market formation. Compared to today, the socialist era preceding the early 1980s saw more agents involved in the care of mentally ill patients. Those agents included not just families, but also work units,
neighbourhood committees, the police, local governments, and so on. Additionally, the services provided were much more diverse and community-based (Kao 1979). However, since the market reform, the community healthcare system in China has basically collapsed, and the public health insurance system has also been severely disrupted. Granted, the state has not completely withdrawn from healthcare provision, but its spending has been concentrated on building hospital infrastructures, especially large secondary- or tertiary-care hospital centres. These hospitals run on a fee-for-service model. In the field of psychiatry, the rise of big hospitals has been accompanied by the dominance of a biomedical and pharmaceutical approach to mental health (Phillips 1998). Therefore, despite harbouring diverse perspectives, many families gradually come to see hospitalisation and pharmaceuticals as the most legitimate and desirable forms of care for people with mental illnesses. Because of the rollback of the welfare state, families are not only the main agents in hospitalising patients, but are also the main payers of expensive hospital bills (Pearson 1995). When patients are discharged, family members are often left as the sole carers—they alone have to look after and provide for their relatives, as, across China, work units, communes, and other forms of collective life have been destroyed or restructured. In recent years, the state has been rebuilding its public health insurance system, but the system works mostly for people already in the workforce (Blumenthal and Hsiao 2005). Meanwhile, unemployed psychiatric patients often have difficulty signing up for the meagre insurance available, which, in any case, often only covers inpatient stays. As a result, the mentally ill patient is constantly shuttled between the psychiatric hospital—typically a locked ward—and the home, with no end in sight. I call this structure of mental healthcare in the market reform era a ‘hospital–family circuit’ (Ma 2014).

When psychiatrists tell family members to manage patients and monitor risks, it is implied that this risk management will lower the chances of patient relapse and rehospitalisation. However, in the hospital–family circuit, family members’ heightened awareness of risks and their desire to guan—as reconfigured by psychiatry—sometimes lead to lowered thresholds for involuntary hospitalisation. In the hospitals I visited, more than half of the total patients had been repeatedly hospitalised by their families. Some complained to me that while the first hospitalisation had been appropriate given their chaotic feelings or behaviours, subsequent commitments had been based on increasingly minor issues, such as their refusal to take medications that had heavy side effects or emotional reactions that were understandable given the circumstances. Without listening to their explanations, their family members—often with the help of hospital staff—forcibly or deceptively brought them back to the hospital. One patient expressed her frustration as follows:

I feel I am being suffocated by all the guan from my sister. Whenever I lift a finger, she’ll say I have relapsed and send me back in here. I am just a puppet on a string, being pulled here and there by others. I am not able to resist the littlest bit.
Mental health policies and the security state

If hospital psychiatry in the reform era has reconfigured familial guan into intimate practices that manage patients’ biomedical risk of relapse and deterioration, then the Chinese state’s recent mental health policies have further redefined guan as bound intrinsically to security concerns and social management, highlighting another kind of risk. In the market reform era, as Michael Dutton (2005) pointed out, the enshrinement of working-class people by the Maoist state has given way to the idea that the Chinese population is something that first and foremost needs to be managed. Particularly since the late 1990s and early 2000s, with the rise of socioeconomic inequality and popular unrest, the state has been increasingly keen on maintaining social stability [weiwen] through managing everything from public violence to political dissent as security threats (Cho 2013; Lee and Zhang 2013). The 686 Program, a nationwide community mental health program established by the Ministry of Health in 2004, capitalises on this focus on security. While the program ambitiously claims to fill the large gap of care between the hospital and patients’ homes, so far it has only targeted people diagnosed with serious mental illnesses. In fact, the scope of serious mental illness was by and large defined by community mental health policies. These disorders—schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, paranoid disorder, epilepsy with psychosis, and intellectual disability with psychosis—almost all have a clear psychotic component, and all are presumed by the program’s policies to make patients prone to violence (e.g., Ministry of Health 2012).

Funded by the security state, the 686 Program has trained cadres of community mental health practitioners to manage [guanli] seriously mentally ill patients in the community. My fieldwork, undertaken alongside some of these practitioners, shows that they are increasingly held accountable for incidents of violence committed by patients in their jurisdiction, and that they have learned to pass on this pressure to manage patients to the families themselves. Community mental health practitioners regularly visit patients’ homes to collect information on their symptoms and pharmaceutical compliance and assess the risk of violence. They do so not by talking with patients themselves, but by talking with their family members. The program

---

6 Tellingly, the 686 Program does not include depression as a targeted illness. As the program’s leaders told me, this is partly because people with depression typically only harm themselves, not others, which is less of a concern to the security state (Ma 2020).

7 In policy documents, the full title given to these practitioners is ‘community doctors for preventing and treating mental illness’. They are general practitioners and nurses assigned to work on community mental health. In the layered and geographically diverse administrative structures of China, other agents may also be deployed to work on mental health, including officials on neighborhood committees, police officers, and social workers. The work of these other agents is not bound to the same extent by the 686 Program, and the complexity of their interactions requires further ethnographic investigation.
has a humanitarian component—that is, it provides access to basic psychopharmaceuticals for impoverished patients. Yet community practitioners often dispense the medications into the hands of the patients’ family members so that they can supervise medication intake at home. The program’s official discourse celebrates open therapeutic alliances between patients and caregivers, and it denounces covert or coercive practices such as hidden pharmaceutical treatment (e.g., the mixing of pills into patients’ meals). In practice, however, community practitioners often acquiesce to such practices by families, and sometimes even teach the families how to secretly medicate so that patients’ symptoms and the risk of violence can be better kept in check. Finally, home visits by community mental health practitioners often end with reminders to family members regarding the patient’s riskiness and the family’s responsibility to watch over [guan] them. Therefore, in this emerging community mental health apparatus, patients with serious mental illnesses are further constituted as risks to public security and the social order. Correspondingly, guan is further reconfigured as security risk management. The responsibility for such management is passed down through layers of government to community mental health practitioners and, ultimately, to the patients’ families.

More recent processes of mental health legislation show us how the reconfiguration and relegation of guan have been legitimised. In the mid-2000s, after discovering cases in which families or local governments subjected healthy individuals to psychiatric hospitalisation for ulterior interests, human rights activists vehemently criticised the extensive use of involuntary hospitalisation in China for its infringement of people’s personal autonomy (Wu 2016). In response, the psychiatrists drafting the Mental Health Law justified this practice as a manifestation of ‘state paternalism’ [guojia fuquan]: literally the power of the state to act as a father. Implicitly invoking socialist legacies, they argued that psychiatric abuse was rare and that state paternalism had protected China from experiencing the disastrous consequences that deinstitutionalisation and an overemphasis on individual freedom had produced for both patients’ wellbeing and the public order in Western societies (Xie and Ma 2011). This logic might sound appealing, especially to the Chinese public, which had benefited from the socialist state’s care and protection in the past and which was anxious to have them continued in the future (Chen and Yang 2012). However, the narrative these psychiatrists used to justify involuntary hospitalisation was incomplete; in reality, the neoliberal state did not shoulder the concrete paternalistic responsibilities of guan. Instead, these framers of the Mental Health Law would go on to invoke the notion of guan as a cultural ideal of kinship practice that could relegate responsibility for paternal care to families. One psychiatrist told me, ‘Fortunately, while American families can simply walk away, Chinese families will always guan their patients.’

Prior to the Mental Health Law, families could hospitalise any member they deemed to be mentally ill as a form of ‘medical protection’ (Shao et al. 2010). As a compromise with human rights campaigners, the Mental Health Law stipulates that admission to a psychiatric hospital should be voluntary in principle, except when patients are at risk of harming themselves or
others. Human rights activists and many patients were initially hopeful that this new principle would result in an expansion of patient rights and freedoms. Meanwhile, many family caregivers found the new law’s emphasis on risks vague—indeed, the law does not define what counts as a risk, and it elides the many forms of vulnerability families experience when dealing with patients. In the cases I observed, a patient might have mood swings and frequently curse his parents; they might squander the family’s savings; or they might simply wander off from home. While these behaviours deeply concerned the families, they did not necessarily qualify the patients for (involuntary) hospitalisation. Therefore, in order to secure treatment for such patients, caregivers now have to tactically mobilise the law’s language of risk, emphasising the potentially grave consequences of such errant behaviours, sometimes even fabricating narratives of a given patient’s danger to the general public. Out of their biomedicalised sense of compassion and professional responsibilities, psychiatrists, community mental health practitioners, and other government agents often ‘collude’ with caregivers in this process of strategic assessment (Fan and Wang 2015). According to my observations and several reports from psychiatrists at different hospitals, after the initial few months of adjustment following the Mental Health Law, involuntary hospitalisation again became the practical norm for hospital psychiatry. The only change that the law brought about seems to be that it has solidified the reconfiguration of guan as risk management in the minds of both family members and professionals.

Guan as everyday family practice: Vulnerability, indifference, and unease

When the psychiatrists who drafted the Mental Health Law used the ideas of state paternalism and guan to legitimise involuntary hospitalisation and other types of coercive care, they portrayed both the state and the figure of familial guardian as an omniscient, omnipotent, and ideologically masculine authority. This authority figure presumably always knows what’s best for his subjects, always succeeds in achieving its benevolent aims, and will never harm or be harmed. Echoing the popular Chinese saying of ‘strict father, compassionate mother’, this authority figure also fulfils the cultural imagination of fatherhood by endowing his subject with the essence of life and disciplining them according to normative principles of personhood. Granted, the mother also figures in the popular imaginary of familial guan, but she only adds an element of tender love and does not disrupt the absolute power difference or the disciplinary goal implied in paternalism. However, what happens when this paternalistic ideal is practised in everyday life by family members?

First of all, because of the adult onset of many mental illnesses, the family members who engage in guan of patients usually do not wield much power. Many of them are ageing parents or female relatives who, due to their low-income jobs, are chosen to stay at home and look
after familial patients. These vulnerable family members often lack the authority and even the physical strength to coerce good behaviour from their charges, so ‘how should I guan?’ is a question that preoccupies them every day. For example, in order to get the patients to take their meds, the family caregivers I encountered often engage in trivial yet painful negotiations with the patients in their care. They either dole out ‘bribes’ such as soft drinks or cigarettes, mix the ground pills into meals while fearing discovery, or take the pills themselves in front of the patients in order to prove that the pills are not poisonous. These ‘soft’ tactics they devise for the hard task of guan are still met by their patients with silent aversion, outright resistance, or sometimes even physical resistance. These reactions in turn can deeply upset caregivers, who see the patients as misunderstanding and rejecting their most loving intentions. Such a lack of appreciation could seem especially unfair given that there are often other family members who wash their hands of guan. Tingting’s father, for example, spent his time playing mahjong and avoided all responsibility for her unhappiness. Still, emotional heartaches and physical exhaustion are nothing compared to caregivers’ fears of a precarious future. Because many adult patients don’t have spouses, children, or siblings, and because they are usually unemployed and receive little in the way of welfare subsidy, often it is their ageing parents who need to ‘manage’ them and use their meagre retirement pensions to provide for them. Therefore, across the country, there is a widespread phenomenon perceived as ‘the old raising the disabled’ [lao yang can]. These ageing parents repeatedly ask this question to themselves, me, and every professional and bureaucrat they encounter: ‘When I become too old or pass away, who will guan [caringly manage] my child?’

Instead of reducing vulnerability in a patient population, guan reconfigured as biomedical and security risk management sometimes increases the vulnerability of those diagnosed as mentally ill. I have already mentioned how a heightened awareness of risks, inculcated by contemporary Chinese psychiatry, has led some family members to more quickly consider re-hospitalising the patients in their care, and how this in turn has imposed upon patients a sense of suffocation. As Ian Hacking (1999) points out, how we categorise certain people influences how we interact with them and how they perform themselves, producing the ‘looping effects’ that ‘make up people’. In this case, when patients’ lives are disrupted by endless hospitalisations, restrictions, and familial strife, many of them do end up confirming the gloomy psychiatric prognosis, which predicts that two-thirds of all patients with serious mental illnesses will be at least partially disabled throughout their lives. If guan as an idealised kinship practice is hinged on the production of hope—that is, the prospect that the subject of guan will become fully human again and not need to be subject to guan anymore—then what happens when guan in psychiatric practice systematically dashes such hope?
When hope becomes elusive, and especially when a patient’s vulnerabilities make family ties more fragile, caregivers feel uncertain about whether and how to take responsibility. In many of the psychiatric hospitals I visited, scores of patients had been left there for years, or even for the rest of their lives, by their family members. One such long-term patient, Xu Wei, became the plaintiff of the first and most sensational lawsuit under the new Mental Health Law. In May 2013, Xu filed suit against the hospital and his guardian, asking to be discharged. Diagnosed with schizophrenia, Wei had been kept in a rundown hospital in Shanghai since 2003. He desperately wanted to be released in order to start a family with the girlfriend he had met at the hospital. Everyone, including doctors at the hospital, agreed that Wei was stable and could function well outside the institution. Yet his elder brother, who was his guardian but who lived in a faraway city, refused to let him out, citing the petty fight between Xu Wei and their father that had resulted in his long-term commitment to the hospital. The brother said, ‘I’m his guardian! I have to watch over [guan] him. I have to be responsible to society!’ Wei suspected that his brother had ulterior motives, such as an unwillingness to share their now-deceased father’s estate. In any case, the judge was initially sympathetic to Wei. He sent court officials to ask Wei’s distant relatives and members of his neighbourhood committee whether they would like to be his guardian instead so they could endorse Wei’s discharge. Nobody would.

In April 2015, Xu Wei lost the case. The court’s verdict stated that, as a patient with schizophrenia, Wei had limited legal capacity and should be constantly managed [guan] with regard to his medications and everyday life. His guardian had both the responsibility and the right to arrange for such management. Given the family’s circumstances, the verdict said, hospitalisation was an appropriate mode of management [guan] and thus the guardian (Wei’s brother) had fulfilled his responsibility by placing him there. Xu and those of his supporters I

8 Similarly, Sarah Pinto argues that, in India, psychiatric care often mediates the dissolution of kinship bonds and conjugal love. As such, it ‘adds vulnerability to the already—and inherently—vulnerable condition of kinship’ (Pinto 2014, 30).

9 This is a pseudonym of the plaintiff that has been universally used by his attorney, other activists, and journalists.

10 The verdict further stated that, although Article 44 of the Mental Health Law granted voluntary inpatients the right to voluntary discharge, Xu had been involuntarily hospitalised because of his risk to others and thus could not enjoy this right. Activists have criticised this provision, or rather the court’s interpretation of it, for depriving people of their freedom indefinitely for what is often a one-time act. Some have demanded a legal procedure to be introduced that allows involuntarily hospitalised patients to transition to voluntary hospitalisation, thereby becoming eligible for voluntary discharge.
talked to found this decision ironic, because the problem was exactly that nobody wanted to 
guan Xu Wei: to concern themselves with his happiness and wellbeing.

Here we have a paradox of 
guan, one conditioned by biopolitical paternalism. On the one hand, 
medical and administrative discourses constitute patients with serious mental illnesses as 
chronic biomedical and security risks, and then relegate the entire responsibility for risk 
management to the patients’ families. So long as the risks are under control, where the patients 
are placed and how they are managed become a matter of legal and ethical indifference. In her 
recent ethnographic study of how the Canadian state handles tuberculosis and suicide 
epidemics among the Inuit, Lisa Stevenson (2014) discusses an anonymous kind of state care: 
a biopolitical indifference. This describes a state ideology that implicitly posits that so long as 
the physical lives of Inuit people are maintained, it does not matter who it is that lives or dies, 
or how the life in question is lived. This biopolitical indifference is also found in psychiatric 
care in China, except that rather than being performed mainly by the state, it is mediated by 
families. On the other hand, since 
guan reconfigured as risk management also invokes idealised kinship practices, biopolitical indifference in psychiatric care in China generates affective and ethical unease for people who receive or perceive it. After all, as a cultural ideal, 
guan hinges upon intimate affects and kin relations, requires the caregiver to pay attention to the vulnerable person’s concrete circumstances, and aims to make a difference in lives. As such, for Xu Wei 
and those who supported him, 
guan as an indifferent form of risk management betrays the spirit of hope and the play of difference also inherent in the concept.

This indifference should not be blamed solely on the families that make the decision to restrict 
or hospitalise a related patient, but also on the broader security state apparatus, which quietly 
but actively seeks to maintain long-term hospitalisation in cases like Xu Wei’s. In 2014, at a 
conference in Beijing, I spoke with a psychiatrist who was an appointed mental health expert 
of the Ministry of Health. Because a few long-term inpatients had requested my help to get 
them out of the hospital, I asked the psychiatrist whether it might be possible for them to live 
outside together in a rental apartment, with regular visits from social workers—a dream of 
those inpatients. ‘No way,’ he responded firmly. ‘The government is concerned with protecting 
society rather than protecting the patient. If nothing bad happens with such group homes, 
that’s fine. But if anything goes wrong, who carries the liability?’ Frustrated, I asked him what 
one should/could do for those inmates, or for people like Xu Wei. ‘You can’t openly help 
them,’ he said. ‘You might do something under the table. But I’m telling you, the law [regarding 
discharge] won’t be loosened up.’
Conclusion

In this article, I have traced the circulation, reconfiguration, and transformation of guan through familial, psychiatric, and legal-administrative realms. I have shown the emergence of what I call ‘biopolitical paternalism’ in mental healthcare in contemporary China. This biopolitical paternalism creates a certain kind of biological subject in the patient and a need for its regulation. In particular, the psychiatric, administrative, and legal discourses of Chinese mental health constitute mentally ill patients as subjects posing permanent biomedical risks to themselves and security risks to the public. The subjects constituted as such require constant management so that a healthy citizenry and good public order can be produced and maintained. In this process, the cultural ethics of guan as an idealised kinship practice, coupled with the historical ideology of paternalism, allow the state to co-opt and build upon its socialist legacy and fashion itself as a caring parent state, despite the fact that the practice of guan has now been reconfigured as biomedical and biopolitical risk management. Meanwhile, the flexible circulation of guan enables the state to displace management responsibilities to the families of patients. As for power effects, the biopolitical paternalism articulated by guan produces intimate vulnerabilities and ethical unease in caregivers, patients, and observers, as well as new political potentials. While the agent of paternalism is imagined to be an omniscient, omnipotent, and ideologically masculine authority, in reality it is often vulnerable family members, such as women and elderly parents, who must do the managing. The responsibility for chronic risk management strains caregivers’ relationships with patients, making both sides even more vulnerable. In particular, the chronicity and indifference implied in this form of risk management generate deep ethical unease. Meanwhile (and as I explore in depth elsewhere), in response to the tensions between the ideological legitimation and structural displacement of biopolitical paternalism, some family caregivers I interviewed have begun to ‘flip the script’ (Carr 2010) by demanding that the state take the responsibilities of guan and act as a proper parent, thereby fulfilling the unmet promise of paternity. They ask the state to recognise both their own vulnerability and the vulnerability of patients, and heal the injuries wrought by marketisation. As such, they reframe guan to build what I call ‘paternalistic citizenship’ (Ma 2020).

Mental healthcare in contemporary China is only a special case foregrounding a more general biopolitical paternalism. Because of its striking use of coercion/constraint and the often-clear presence of the state, psychiatry allows ‘the larger social “will” (to power, to social order) [to] show its teeth’ (Lovell and Rhodes 2014). Yet some other mechanisms of governance in contemporary China also share the conditions of biopolitical paternalism: the reconfiguration of ‘the people’ into a ‘population’ that needs to be managed; the neoliberal devolution of welfare and healthcare; and the rise of the security state. For example, the famous one-child policy made married couples responsible for producing not only fewer children, but also
children thought to be of better ‘quality’, to save the nation-state from a ‘population crisis’ (Anagnost 1995; Greenhalgh 2008). As the state increasingly expands its social management, other non-familial relations, such as neighbours and schoolteachers, are pulled in to perform guan as well. Throughout the world, as biomedicalised techniques of rule continue to redefine individual wellbeing and population security, and as neoliberal economic policies continue to transfer the responsibilities to enact these new ideals away from the state, scholars have noticed the use of paternalistic strategies in diverse projects of social governance, from poverty alleviation to health promotion. These projects draw on everyday relations and techniques of direction, instruction, and surveillance to produce individual subjects who are either self-governed or well managed (Soss, Fording, and Schram 2011; Shever 2013). These formations of power are of course not equivalent, but, as an analytical concept, ‘biopolitical paternalism’ may illuminate the processes by which, in different relations and governance mechanisms, subjects are constituted and regulated and responsibilities for discipline are legitimised and distributed in social space. It may also allow us to better detect the power effects of such regulations, especially in the context of intimate relations.

An analysis of biopolitical paternalism and its intimate workings can also contribute to our understanding of chronic shortfalls in the provision of healthcare. During the mental health legislation debate in China, whenever critics raised concerns with the pervasiveness of involuntary hospitalisation and its potential abuse, leading psychiatrists would argue that, rather than having too much institutionalisation, China didn’t have enough. This statement is in one sense true. As of 2011, Chinese hospitals averaged only one psychiatric bed per 100,000 patients, which was said to be just slightly better than low- and lower-middle-income countries (0.6 and 0.4 respectively), but which fell far behind upper-middle-income countries (2.7), a group to which China as an economic entity belongs, and high-income countries (13.6) (World Health Organization 2011a, b). However, it was not until after the Mental Health Law was passed that those psychiatrists have begun to admit another, less convenient, fact: hospitalised patients in China are usually hospitalised for much longer, and with far higher readmission rates, than patients of economically comparable countries.11 While no national statistics have been published yet, local reports have been slowly emerging. In 2013, the director of Anding Hospital in Beijing reported that out of the 800 inpatients of the hospital, over 100 of them were long-term patients; the longest stay had been 25 years. In a survey done by the staff at another psychiatric hospital in Beijing, 180 inpatients out of the total 300 wanted to go home, and, of those, 150 were considered to be in stable condition (Zhang 2013).

11 Speaking at the 2015 conference of the Society for Psychological Anthropology, held in Boston, MA, Dr. Yu Xin, then director of the Peking University Institute of Mental Health, pointed to ‘longer hospitalisation and higher readmission rate’ as leading problems in China’s mental health system.
Therefore, the answer is not simply to take sides and stake out territory alongside one of these two phenomena (fewer hospital beds on the one hand, longer hospitalisation and higher readmission rates on the other); rather, we should see these two phenomena as emerging from a common landscape of inadequate mental healthcare, and should understand how this landscape is shaped by the political economy as well as intimate anxieties generated by the course of psychiatric care in its present form. As I have pointed out, in the hospital–family circuit, many families with means pull together their own funds or welfare resources to put patients in hospital, only to end up trapped in the chronic trajectory of risk management punctuated by endless cycles of hospitalisation. Meanwhile, families that don’t have the means for hospital care receive little by way of professional services or relief. In order to address this disparity, we must ask, if there are not enough mental health services in China, what kind of services would be more effective in providing genuine care? Proposals for new services, without due consideration, run the risk of duplicating the existing psychiatric institutions that operate on and instil the logic of chronic risk management and rely on familial resources and popular triage to function. The question is, how can we build mental health services that are human-centred and community-based and that allow the state and other social actors to participate in—and share responsibilities for—care?

On 27 September 2017, after 15 years of hospitalisation, Xu Wei was finally released. In July of that year, the Centre for Forensic Science of the Ministry of Justice issued a statement certifying Mr. Xu’s ‘full legal capacity’, which meant that he could make decisions for himself. While celebrating his hard-won freedom, the activists who had been supporting him were hesitant to claim this as a victory. After all, they argued, legal capacity should be inherent in every human being; the fact that it was evaluated and granted by forensic psychiatrists only reinforced the tyranny of the medical authority. Moreover, at the same time as Xu’s release, some major cities issued new policies to bring long-term hospitalisation to patients whose families could not care for them as an explicit attempt to ‘reduce risks to social control’ [guankong]. Therefore, instead of an end to long-term hospitalisation, we may be witnessing a slow and quiet change in the formation of biopolitical paternalism: when families fail, the increasingly wealthy state may now be more willing to step up and more fully assume the role of the parent, directly securing the biopolitical order and deciding the fate of all its children.
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